The Homeschool
Preschool
Cheat Sheet
Tried and true tips and tricks to keep you sane
and organized

What Is The Homeschool Preschool Cheat Sheet?
The Homeschool Preschool Cheat Sheet is a quick read
collection of all the tips and tricks I wished I knew when I
started homeschooling my preschooler.
Each tip has an actionable item to bring you one step closer to
an organized homeschool which allows you to prevent
overwhelm. They are not meant to be done all at once but in
stages.
They are also not in a particular order.

Before You Start Reading
Please note that I am assuming that you are:
• Serious or have started homeschooling your preschooler
• Have found out the rules in your area/ country
• Have already joined the Getting Rid of Homeschool
Preschool (Kindergarten) Overwhelm group on Facebook
• Going to actually try the tasks laid out and will let me know
if things improve

Tip #1: Set Rules for Your Homeschool
I know it seems odd that you would have rules for a
homeschool but how else will your kids know what is
expected? How will they know that they should take care of
their tools or that they should be kind with each other?
 Set 4- 6 rules for your homeschool day. Keep them as
simple as possible.
 If you are feeling creative, create a fun chart with these
rules and say them daily.
 Share it in the FB group!

Tip #2: Have a Vision
Let’s face it, people are going to ask why you chose to
homeschool- so be prepared. Now you don’t have to give a 10
page presentation but a simple 2 to 3 lines explaining why you
do what you do is enough.
It also helps you get by when you have to teach your kid how
to read or when you feel as if you want to quit.
 Create a vision for your homeschool
 If you are feeling brave, share it with a close friend or
family member.
 Share it in the FB group!

What does my kid need
to know for
kindergarten?
Preschool Skills Checklist

What Does My Kid Need to Know for
Kindergarten
Ever wondered what exactly does your kid need to know for kindergarten? Well this quick
guide checklist sorted by subjects should help. Please note that this list is not meant to
be comprehensive.
About Myself

 State first and last name when asked
 Write first and last name with correct case, eg Sam Black and not sam black
 Know all the letters in their first name
 Recognize first name
Alphabet

 Identify most upper and lower case letters
 Match most letters to their sounds
 Say or sing the alphabet
 Match upper and lower cases

Preschool supplies
Cheat sheet

Common Items To Have At All Times

Preschool Supplies To Stock Have Available
Alphabet









Alphabet stamps
Alphabet tiles
Magnetic alphabet
Alphabet stickers
Alphabet beads
Alphabet puzzles
Alphabet books (Chicka Chicka Boom Boom)
Letter Factory DVD
Fine Motor








Tweezers
Tongs
Playdough
Kinetic sand
Medicine droppers
Yarn or lace

Math













Number stamps
Magnetic numbers
Number puzzles
Number cards
Number stickers
Clock
Snap cubes
Counters (themed or just regular)
Building blocks
Cookie sheet for magnetic activities
Ruler
Calendar

